
Project Plan 
 

1 Context 
Video has become an important element of multimedia computing. It has many 

applications such as broadcasting, education, publishing and military intelligence. As 

computers networks improve, the video resources increase enormously. In order to make 

these resources widely usable, we need to develop a more effectively method for data 

retrieval and browsing. Video shot type annotations are an important source of 

information that can be used to enhance the performance of video retrieval. Adding 

annotations to video shots could be done manually by professional people. But it’s time-

consuming and expensive. Recently, various crowdsourcing approaches showed that 

efforts of user communities result in massive amounts of tags. For example, The ESP 

Game is a game in which people provide meaningful, accurate labels for images on the 

web as a side effect of playing the game. As of July 2008, 200,000 players had 

contributed more than 50 million labels in this game. The ESP Game constructively 

channels its players to do the work of labeling images in a form of entertainment. The 

other example is the Netherlands institute for Sound and Vision collected a large number 

of tags with the video labeling game Waisda?. It uses gaming as method to annotate 

television programs. Within a period of 7 months, 340,000 tags were added through 

Waisda?. Another example is Duolingo which provides a learner pathway for English 

speakers learning German, French, Spanish and Portuguese. As users progress through 

the lessons, they simultaneously help to translate website and other documents. From 

here we can see the tasks, which the users are given in Duolingo, are more complicated 

than those in the ESP Game and Waisda?. The goal of Duolingo is successfully achieved 

because of the users’ motivation that is learning language.  

2 Central problem 
Two examples above are using a specific type of crowdsourcing called as Game With A 

Purpose(GWAP). GWAPs are computer games, in which people, as a side effect of 



playing, perform tasks computers are unable to perform. Because a GWAP is a game, 

“fun” must be included. So more users can be attracted to play this game and put more 

effort to accomplish the target job. In the mean time, the game can also be educational 

that user can learn something what they want. In this project I am interested in the 

question whether crowdsourcing can be beneficial to collect video shot annotations. I will 

create a video editing game, that is a single-player game where users annotate video shots 

by selecting some specific video shots into a template according to the instructions.  After 

users finish game, they will success to make a fantastic trailer based on their selections.  

  

 

3 The research question   
1. Present the thumbnail of shots in a proper way 

2. Motivate users to play the game more 

3. Collecting as many as possible of annotations 

4. Which type of annotation will be included 

5. How to collect the data 

6. How to evaluate the data 
 
4 Approaches  
4.1 The shots are assembled during the editing phase using a variety of techniques which 

are complex and producing different kinds of shot transitions: Cut, Fade-in, Fade-out and 

Dissolve. Several approaches have been proposed for boundary shot detection based on 

the spatio-temporal information continuity between frames of the same shot. It can be 

classified in to many types amongst which are the most popular ones including Pixel 

Differences, Histogram and Statistical differences, Edge differences, motion based 

approaches and shot transition detection in the compressed domain. Because detection of 

video shot is not the important part of this project, we will manually separate all the video 

shots and categorize them in advance for use.  

 4.2 motivations for users to play the game 



During the prototype design, we will choose one or two most exiting templates which 

look like that the trailers is made by professions. We will also make several game 

interfaces to let the user choose which one they like most.  

The game will be designed to different levels to let users achieve. User will get points 

after they select some video shots from library and put them into the template. After users 

get enough scores they will get more fancy effects for their trailer. If they collect the 

required effects completely user will be upgraded to a new level where they get better 

template for their trailer. 

4.3 collecting as many as possible of annotations 

Users will get scores after they select a shot from shots library into the template. The 

video shots will be put into different categories based on the times they are selected. The 

shots selected more times have less points. So user are encouraged to select the shots 

selected less times to get a high scores. 

4.4 type the annotation 

Shot type, content of shot or scene, maybe the combination with them. 

4.5 collect data 

The database of the game contains information about players, games, video shots, and tag 

entries. The video shots will be tagged of its type after put into template and they can 

have multiple tags of its type.  

4.6 Evaluation the data 

The collecting data will be stored into a database for further data analysis.  The video 

shots have a counter for each tags attached to it to memorize how many times it is 

selected. If a tag counter of a video shot is bigger than 10, this tag is considered a valid 

one. 

5 Tools 
 
The first version will be a web-base version. The interface can be done by using 
HTML/Javascript and FLEX/Actionscript will do transitions between shots.  After that, 
the application may be extended to other platform, such as smartphones or tablets. 
 



 
6 Project Schedule 
 
Deadlines 

• Project start: Fr, 2012-11-16 
• Project end: Tu, 2013-04-30 

  
Gantt Chart 

 


